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Abstract—This paper presents novel high-speed architectures
for the hardware implementation of the Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) algorithm. Unlike previous works which rely on
look-up tables to implement the SubBytes and InvSubBytes transformations of the AES algorithm, the proposed design employs
combinational logic only. As a direct consequence, the unbreakable
delay incurred by look-up tables in the conventional approaches
is eliminated, and the advantage of subpipelining can be further
explored. Furthermore, composite field arithmetic is employed to
reduce the area requirements, and different implementations for
(24 ) are compared. In addition, an
the inversion in subfield
efficient key expansion architecture suitable for the subpipelined
round units is also presented. Using the proposed architecture, a
fully subpipelined encryptor with 7 substages in each round unit
can achieve a throughput of 21.56 Gbps on a Xilinx XCV1000 e-8
bg560 device in non-feedback modes, which is faster and is 79%
more efficient in terms of equivalent throughput/slice than the
fastest previous FPGA implementation known to date.
Index Terms—Advanced Encryption Standard, composite field
arithmetic, key expansion, look-up table, Rijndael, subpipelining,
substructure sharing.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

RYPTOGRAPHY plays an important role in the security
of data transmission. In January 1997, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) invited proposals for
new algorithms for the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
to replace the old Data Encryption Standard (DES). After two
rounds of evaluation on the 15 candidate algorithms, NIST selected the Rijndael as the AES algorithm [1] in October 2000.
The AES algorithm has broad applications, including smart
cards and cellular phones, WWW servers and automated teller
machines (ATMs), and digital video recorders. Compared to
software implementations, hardware implementations of the
AES algorithm provide more physical security as well as higher
speed. Three architectural optimization approaches can be employed to speed up the hardware implementations: pipelining,
subpipelining, and loop-unrolling. Among these approaches,
the subpipelined architecture can achieve maximum speedup
and optimum speed–area ratio in non-feedback modes. In order
to explore the advantage of subpipelining further, each round
unit needs to be divided into more substages with equal delay.
However, the SubBytes and the InvSubBytes in the AES algorithm are traditionally implemented by look-up tables (LUT)
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[2]–[6]. In LUT-based approaches, it can be observed that the
unbreakable delay of LUTs is longer than the total delay of
the rest of the transformations in each round unit. This feature
prohibits each round unit from being divided into more than
two substages to achieve any further speedup.
Non-LUT-based approaches, which employ combinational
logic only, can be used to avoid the unbreakable delay of
LUTs. However, these approaches involve inversions in Galois
, which may have high hardware complexities.
Field
Composite field arithmetic can be employed, such that the
are mapped to elements in some
field elements of
isomorphic composite fields, in which the field operations can
be implemented by lower cost subfield operations. Composite
field implementations are exploited in [7], [8]. However, it is
not efficient to implement all the transformations in the AES
algorithm in composite fields. Meanwhile, the composite field
arithmetic may not be the optimum approach when the order
of the field involved is small. In addition, none of the prior
composite field arithmetic approaches has addressed applying
subpipelining to speed up the AES algorithm in non-feedback
modes.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows. This paper avoids use of LUTs and proposes use of
composite field data path for the SubBytes and InvSubBytes
transformations. The use of such data paths is the key for the design of high-speed subpipelined AES architectures. Composite
field arithmetic has been employed in [7] to design efficient data
paths. However, the design in [7] decomposes the inversion in
in the SubBytes and InvSubBytes to
. Instead, the proposed architecture in this paper decomposes the
, and the inversion in
is iminversion to
plemented by a novel approach, which leads to a more efficient architecture with shorter critical path and smaller area.
Composite field arithmetic was also used in [8]. Nevertheless,
it is not efficient to use composite field arithmetic in all the
transformations of the AES algorithm as done in [8]. Another
main contribution of this paper is the key expansion architecture. This paper, for the first time, presents a key expansion
architecture which is well suited for subpipelined designs. In
addition, this architecture can operate in an on-the-fly manner.
Using the proposed data path and key expansion architecture,
post-placement timing report shows a fully subpipelined encryptor of 128-bit key with 7 substages in each round unit can
operate at a throughput of 21.56 Gbps on a Xilinx XCV 1000
e-8bg560 device in non-feedback modes. Architectures utilizing
multiple substage subpipelining have been published recently
[9]–[11]. However, their designs are less efficient. The architecture presented in this paper can achieve higher speed than the
prior fastest FPGA implementation [10], and is 79% more efficient in terms of equivalent throughput slice.
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the second, third and fourth rows cyclically shift one byte, two
bytes and three bytes to the left, respectively. The MixColumns
transformation considers the four bytes in each column of the
, and mulState as the coefficients of a polynomial over
modulo
where
tiplies by
(2)
denotes the number “ ” in hexadecimal form, while the
used later in this paper stands for “ ” in binary
notation
form. In matrix form, the MixColumns transformation can be
expressed as

Fig. 1. The AES algorithm. (a) Encryption structure. (b) Equivalent decryption
structure.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we
briefly describe the subpipelined architecture of the AES algorithm and composite field arithmetic. The detailed architecture
for each transformation and the key expansion are presented in
Section III. Section IV outlines the performance of the FPGA
implementations and presents comparisons with prior efforts.
Section V provides conclusions.
II. THE SUBPIPELINED ARCHITECTURE OF THE AES AND
COMPOSITE FIELD ARITHMETIC
A. The AES Algorithm
The AES algorithm is a symmetric-key cipher, in which both
the sender and the receiver use a single key for encryption and
decryption. The data block length is fixed to be 128 bits, while
the key length can be 128, 192, or 256 bits, respectively. In addition, the AES algorithm is an iterative algorithm. Each iteration
, is 10,
can be called a round, and the total number of rounds,
12, or 14, when the key length is 128, 192, or 256 bits, respectively. The 128-bit data block is divided into 16 bytes. These
bytes are mapped to a 4 4 array called the State, and all the
internal operations of the AES algorithm are performed on the
,
State. Each byte in the State is denoted by
. Although different
and is considered as an element of
, the
irreducible polynomials can be used to construct
irreducible polynomial used in the AES algorithm is
. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the
AES encryption and the equivalent decryption structures.
In the encryption of the AES algorithm, each round except
the final round consists of four transformations: the SubBytes,
the ShiftRows, the MixColumns, and the AddRoundKey, while
the final round does not have the MixColumns transformation.
The SubBytes is a nonlinear transformation, which computes
the multiplicative inverse of each byte of the State in
followed by an affine transformation. The SubBytes can be described by (1)
(1)
is an 8 8 binary matrix, and
is an 8-bit binary
where
vector with only 4 nonzero bits. ShiftRows is a simple shifting
transformation. The first row of the State does not change, while

(3)
Finally, the AddRoundKey involves only bit-wise XOR
operations.
The transformations in the decryption process perform the
inverse of the corresponding transformations in the encryption
process. Specifically, the InvSubBytes performs the following
operation on each byte of the State
(4)
In the InvShiftRows, the first row of the State does not change,
while the rest of the rows are cyclically shifted to the right by
the same offset as that in the ShiftRows. The InvMixColumns
multiplies the polynomial formed by each column of the State
modulo
, where
with
(5)
In matrix form, the InvMixColumns transformation can be expressed by

(6)
The decryption structure can be derived by inverting the
encryption structure directly. However, the sequence of the
transformations will be different from that in encryption. This
feature prohibits resource sharing between encryptors and
decryptors. As can be observed from the operations involved
in the decryption transformations, the InvShiftRows and the
InvSubBytes can be exchanged without affecting the decryption
process. Meanwhile, the InvMixColumns can be moved before
the AddRoundKey, provided that the InvMixColumns are
applied to the roundkeys before they are added. Taking these
into consideration, an equivalent decryption structure as that in
Fig. 1(b) can be used [1]. In this figure, the mixroundkeys are
the modified roundkeys resulted from applying InvMixColumns
to the roundkeys. The equivalent decryption structure has the
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same sequence of transformations as that in the encryption
structure, and thus, resource sharing between encryptors and
decryptors are enabled.
In the AES algorithm, the key expansion process generates
4-byte words
.
a total of
The initial key, which can be divided into
words
, is used as the initial
words,
and the rest of the words are generated from the initial key
is 4, 6, or 8, when the
iteratively. It can be computed that
key length is 128, 192 or 256-bit, respectively. Each roundkey
has 128 bits, and is formed by concatenating four words:
. The key expansion process can be described by the pseudocode listed below
[1].
Key Expansion
for
to

Fig. 2.

end
for

and
stand for
the setup time and the propagation delay of a register, while
denotes the delay of a multiplexer and
is the delay
of the combinational logic in each round unit. It can be observed
that the more substages with equal delay each round unit can be
divided into, the larger speedup the subpipelining can achieve.
Usually is small, so there is almost times speedup over
pipelining at the cost of
additional rows of registers
and slightly increased area caused by larger control logics.
However, dividing each round unit into arbitrary number of
substages does not always bring speedup. Since the minimum
clock period is determined by the indivisible component with
the longest delay, dividing the rest of the round unit into more
substages with shorter delay does not reduce the minimum
clock period. Although more blocks of data are being processed
simultaneously, the average number of clock cycles to process
one block of data does not change. Therefore, the overall
speed does not improve despite increased area caused by the
additional registers. In a LUT-based implementation, it can be
observed that nearly half the delay of a round unit is attributed
to the LUTs, and thus, each round unit can be divided into
only two substages to achieve some speedup without wasting
any area. On the contrary, the longest unbreakable delay in
the non-LUT-based approaches is the delay of individual logic
gates. Accordingly, each round unit can be divided into multiple
substages with approximately equal delay.

to

if
else if (

and

)

end if
end
In the key expansion, the SubWord applies SubBytes transformation to each of the four bytes in a word, while the RotWord
cyclically shifts each byte in a word one byte to the left. The
Rcon is a constant word array, and only the leftmost byte in each
word is nonzero.
B. The Subpipelined Architecture
Three architectural optimization approaches can be used to
speed up the AES algorithm in non-feedback modes by duplicating hardware for implementing each round, which is also
called round unit. These architectures are based on pipelining,
subpipelining and loop-unrolling. The pipelined architecture is
realized by inserting rows of registers between each round unit.
Similar to the pipelining, subpipelining also inserts rows of
registers among combinational logic, but registers are inserted
both between and inside each round unit. In pipelining and
subpipelining, multiple blocks of data are processed simultaneously. Comparatively, loop unrolled or unfolded architectures
can process only one block of data at a time, but multiple rounds
are processed in each clock cycle. Among these architectural
optimization approaches, subpipelining can achieve maximum
speedup and optimum speed/area ratio in non-feedback modes.
Fig. 2 illustrates the architecture of subpipelining. The
number of round units in each loop, , is usually chosen as
. When
, it is called a fully suba divisor of
pipelined architecture. If each round unit can be divided
substages with equal delay, a -round subpipelined
into
architecture can achieve approximately
times the speed of a -round pipelined architecture, where

The architecture of subpipelining.

C. Composite Field Arithmetic
The non-LUT-based implementations of the AES algorithm
are able to exploit the advantage of subpipelining further. Nevertheless, these approaches may have high hardware complexities.
Although two Galois Fields of the same order are isomorphic,
the complexity of the field operations may heavily depend on
the representations of the field elements. Composite field arithmetic can be employed to reduce the hardware complexity. We
call two pairs
and
a
composite field [12] if
is constructed from
by
;
•
is constructed from
by
.
•
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Implementation of the SubBytes Transformation.

Composite fields will be denoted by
, and a comis isomorphic to the field
for
posite field
. Additionally, composite fields can be built iteratively
from lower order fields. For example, the composite field of
can be built iteratively from
using the following
irreducible polynomials [7]:
(7)
and
. Meanwhile, an isomorphic
where
and its inverse need to be
mapping function
to
applied to map the representation of an element in
its composite field and vice versa. The 8 8 binary matrix are
and its composite
decided by the field polynomials of
fields. Such a matrix can be found by the exhaustive-searchbased algorithm in [12]. The matrix corresponding to
and the field polynomials in (7) can be
found as below:

(8)

Taking the isomorphic mapping into consideration, not
all the transformations in the AES algorithm are suitable
to be implemented in the composite field. In order to facilitate substructure sharing, the constant multiplications in
the MixColumns/InvMixColumns transformation are imand
plemented by first computing
, then adding those terms corresponding to the
nonzero bits in the constants. For example, the constant mulcan be computed by
tiplication of
and
. In this approach, the
adding
and
can be computed once
and shared by all the constant multiplications. Meanwhile,
the number of terms, which need to be added is determined
by the number of nonzero bits in the constants. Using the
matrix defined in (8), the constant multiplications of

and
in
in the MixColumns are mapped to
and
in the composite
constant multiplications of
field, respectively. Although the hardware overhead of the
mapping of constants can be eliminated by computing the
mapping beforehand, the composite field representations of
and
have more nonzero bits, which makes the
constant multiplications more expensive. The same argument
also holds for the constant multiplications used in the InvMix, and
Columns transformation, where
are mapped to
and
in the composite
field, respectively. The only exception is that the composite
, which is
, has one less
field representation of
nonzero bit, but this is offset by the larger number of nonzero
bits in the composite field representations of the other three
and
constants. Furthermore,
also need to be computed as a result of the higher-weight
nonzero bits in
and
, which adds more
complexity to the hardware implementations. Therefore, it is
more efficient to implement the MixColumns/InvMixColumns
. The ShiftRows/InvShiftRows is
in the original field
a trivial transformation, only cyclical shifting is involved, and
thus its implementation does not depend on the representation of Galois Field elements. Meanwhile, the field addition,
which is simply XOR operation, has the same complexity in
the composite field and the original field. Additionally, the
affine/inverse affine transformation can be combined with
the inverse isomorphic/isomorphic mapping. Based on the
above observations, it is more efficient to carry out only the
multiplicative inversion in the SubBytes/InvSubBytes in the
composite field, while keep the rest of the transformations in
.
the original field

III. DETAILED HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION ARCHITECTURES
In this section, we present detailed architectures for each
of the nontrivial transformations in the AES algorithm. The
implementation of each transformation is optimized to reduce
area and increase speed. Meanwhile, an efficient key expansion
architecture suitable for subpipelined round units is proposed.
Based on the analysis on the gate counts in the critical path of
the round units and the key expansion, optimized subpipelining
architectures of the AES algorithm are presented.
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2); and

Fig. 4. Implementations of individual blocks: (a) multiplier in GF (2 ); (b) multiplier in GF (2 ); (c) squarer in GF (2 ); (d) constant multiplier (
(e) constant multiplier ( ).

2

A. Implementations of the SubBytes/InvSubBytes
Transformation

TABLE I
GATE COUNTS AND CRITICAL PATHS OF FUNCTIONAL BLOCKS IN
SUBBYTES TRANSFORMATION

THE

The multiplicative inversion in
involved in the SubBytes/InvSubBytes is a hardware demanding operation, it takes
at least 620 gates to implement by repeat multiplications in
[13]. However, the gate count can be reduced greatly
by using composite field arithmetic. In the SubBytes transformation, using substructure sharing, the isomorphic mapping
function can be implemented by 12 XOR gates with 4 XOR
gates in the critical path. Meanwhile, the combined inverse
isomorphic mapping and the affine transformation can be implemented by 19 XOR gates, and the critical path consists of 4
XOR gates also. In the composite field
, an element
, where
and
can be expressed as
is a root of
. Using Extended Euclidean algorithm,
modulo
can be
the multiplicative inverse of
computed as in (9)
(9)
where
. The proof of this equation
is given in the Appendix.
can
According to (9), the multiplicative inversion in
by the architecture illustrated in
be carried out in
can be further decomposed
Fig. 3. The multipliers in
and then to
, in which a mulinto multipliers in
tiplication is simply an AND operation. Fig. 4 illustrates this decomposition, together with the other blocks used in Fig. 3 except
block. As can be observed from Fig. 4,
the inversion in
can be implemented by 21 XOR gates
a multiplier in
and 9 AND gates, with 4 XOR gates and 1 AND gate in the critical
path. Table I summarizes the gate count and critical path of each
block in the SubBytes except the block of inversion in
in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5. Implementations of inversion in GF (2 ). (a) Square–multiply
approach. (b) Multiple decomposition approach.

The inversion in
can be implemented by different
approaches.
1) Taking
. Hence, the inversion can be implemented by repeat
squaring and multiplying. This approach is illustrated in
Fig. 5(a).
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2) The inversion in
can be further decomposed
by applying formulas similar to (9) iteratively. Fig. 5(b)
to
shows the decomposition of inversion in
. The combination of the squarer in
and the constant multiplier
can be implemented
by only exchanging the position of the two input bits
so that no logic gate is involved. Meanwhile, it can be
is
derived that the inversion of
, which can be implemented by one XOR
gate.
as
3) Taking the four bits of
, it can be derived that each bit
can be computed by
in
the following equations:

(10)

Using substructure sharing, the gate counts and delays of each
of the three approaches are summarized in Table II. Composite
field decomposition can reduce the hardware complexity significantly when the order of the field involved is large. However, for
, further decomposition may not be
small fields, such as
the optimum approach. As can be observed from Table II, direct
implementation of the derived equation, (10), has the smallest
gate count and the shortest critical path.
Similarly, from (4), the InvSubBytes transformation can
be implemented according to the block diagram illustrated
in Fig. 6. The combined inverse affine and the isomorphic
mapping can be implemented by 17 XOR gates using substructure sharing, and the critical path consists of 4 XOR gates.
Meanwhile, the inverse isomorphic mapping can be computed
by 14 XOR gates with 3 XOR gates in the critical path. The
same inversion architecture as that in Fig. 3 can be used in
the InvSubBytes. Additionally, in a system where both the encryptor and decryptor need to be implemented on a small area,
the SubBytes and InvSubBytes can share one multiplicative
inversion unit.
B. Implementations of the MixColumns/InvMixColumns
Transformation
Various architectures have been proposed for the implementation of the MixColumns/InvMixColumns transformation [3],
[5], [7], [14], [15]. Applying substructure sharing both to the
computation of a byte and between the computation of the four
bytes in a column of the State, an efficient MixColumns implementation architecture can be derived. Particularly, (3) can be
rewritten as

(11)

According to (11), the MixColumns transformation can be implemented by the architecture shown in Fig. 7. The function
of the block “XTime” is to compute constant multiplication by

Fig. 6.

Block diagram of the InvSubBytes transformation.

. An element of
form as
where
nomial
. Then

can be expressed in polynomial
,
, and is a root of the field poly-

Therefore, the “XTime” block can be implemented by 3 XOR
gates with only one XOR gate in the critical path. As illustrated in
Fig. 7, the total number of XOR gates for computing one column
of the State is 108, and the critical path is 3 XOR gates.
Similarly, in the InvMixColumns transformation, (6) can be
rewritten as

(12)
Using substructure sharing, (12) can be implemented by the
architecture illustrated in Fig. 8. The “X4Time” block, which
, can be implecomputes the constant multiplication of
mented by two serially concatenated “XTime” block. Alternatively, it can also be implemented according to the equation
derived below

Sharing
, the “X4Time” block can be implemented by
5 XOR gates with 2 XOR gates in the critical path. It follows
that the architecture in Fig. 8 can be implemented by 193 XOR
gates with 7 XOR gates in the critical path. Meanwhile, the upper
half in Fig. 8 is exactly the same as the architecture for the
implementation of the MixColumns in Fig. 7. Therefore in a
joint encryptor/decryptor implementation, only the architecture
in Fig. 8 needs to be implemented for both the MixColumns and
the InvMixColumns transformations.
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Fig. 7.

Efficient implementation of the MixColumns transformation.

Fig. 8.

Efficient implementation of the InvMixColumns transformation.

TABLE II
GATE COUNTS AND CRITICAL PATHS FOR THE THREE IMPLEMENTATION
APPROACHES OF INVERSION IN GF (2 )

C. Implementations of Key Expansion
Roundkeys can be either generated beforehand and stored
in memory or generated on the fly. In the former approach,
roundkeys can be read out from memory using appropriate
addresses, and there is no extra delay for decryption. However,
this approach is not suitable for the applications where the key
changes constantly. Meanwhile, the delay of memory access
is unbreakable, which may offset the speedup achieved by
subpipelining the round units. Therefore it is more advantageous

963

to generate roundkeys on the fly in a subpipelined architecture.
Fig. 9 shows a key expansion architecture suitable for -substage subpipelined AES algorithm with 128-bit key. This key
expansion architecture is capable of generating all the
roundkeys after
clock cycles. For the purpose of clarity,
the “clock” input is omitted for all the registers except the ones
in the top row, which use “load(i)”
as the “clock”
input. In Fig. 9, at the “start” signal, the initial key is loaded
into the registers in the first column and the key expansion
process begins. At clock cycle
, the output of the registers
in the first column is the corresponding “roundkey(i).” The
Controller in Fig. 9 is designed so that the signal “load(i)” is
initially “0,” goes to “1” in clock cycle
, and stays at “1”
afterwards. Such a controller can be easily implemented by
two serially concatenated Johnson counters. The rising-edge
active registers in the top row load “roundkey(i)” at clock
cycle
, respectively. After
clock cycles, all the
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Fig. 9. The key expansion architecture for r-sub-stage subpipelined AES algorithm with 128-bit key.

Fig. 10.

Subpipelining cutsets for the round unit in encryptor.

roundkeys are available at the output of the top row
registers and are held there for the entire encryption/decryption
process. As can be observed from Fig. 9, the critical path of
the key expansion unit has 5 XOR gates and 1 2-to-1 Mux
besides the SubBytes transformation block.
Using the key expansion architecture in Fig. 9, the data
encryption and the key expansion can start simultaneously.
However, since the roundkeys are used in reverse order, the
decryption process can only start after the last roundkey is generated. Meanwhile, the InvMixColumns transformation needs
to be performed on the roundkeys to get the mixroundkeys.

D. Subpipelined Round Unit and Key Expansion Unit
The subpipelined architecture can achieve maximum speedup
if each round unit can be divided into substages with equal delay.
Based on the analysis of the gate count in the critical path of
each component, cutsets as illustrated in Fig. 10 can be added to
divide the encryption round unit into
and substages with
approximately equal delay. Since the roundkeys are generated
on the fly, we need to divide the key expansion unit into the
same number of substages with the same maximum delay as in
the round unit to avoid extra buffers and delay. Assuming the
same subpipelined SubBytes transformation is used in the key
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Subpipelining cutsets for the round unit in joint encryptor/decryptor.

TABLE III
COMPARISONS OF FPGA IMPLEMENTATIONS OF THE AES ALGORITHM

expansion unit, the delay of the remaining path, which has 5
XOR gates and 1 MUX, does not exceed the maximum delay of
. Thus this
the substages in the encryption round unit when
, it needs
path can be left intact in this case. However, when
to be divided into 2 substages. Since feedforward cutsets do not
exist to break the path, retiming needs to be carefully explored.
Meanwhile, a dummy substage is added after the AddRoundKey
transformation in the round unit to keep the same number of
substages as that in the key expansion.
Similarly, cutsets can also be added to the decryption round
unit to achieve optimized subpipelining. However, since the
critical path in the InvMixColumns exceeds that in the MixColumns, the decryption round unit may need to be divided into
more substages to achieve the same speed as the encryption
round unit. In a small-area joint encryptor/decryptor implementation, the subpipelining cutsets for the round units can
be added as illustrated in Fig. 11. The InvMixColumns architecture is divide into two parts according to the dashed line in
Fig. 8. Part I can implement the MixColumns transformation,
and is shared for the implementation of both the MixColumns
and the InvMixColumns. To achieve the same speed as a
subpipelined encryptor, one extra cutset needs to be added to
the round unit of a joint encryptor/decryptor. However, when
, this can be done by moving the dummy cutset to break
the InvMixColumns.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS AND COMPARISON
As an example of our proposed architecture, fully subpipelined AES encryptors of 128-bit key, which has 10 copies

of the round unit and a key expansion unit, are implemented on
FPGA devices. Xilinx ISE 5.1 i is used to synthesize the design
and provide post-placement timing results. In the fully subpipelined encryptor implementations, data blocks are accepted
clock
every clock cycle. After an initial delay of
cycles, the corresponding ciphertext blocks appear at the output
fully subpipelined architecture
every clock cycle. The
is implemented on Xilinx XCV800-6bg560 devices. This
implementation can achieve a throughput of 9.19 Gbps. Since
the extra cost of more subpipelining stages are registers and
slightly larger counters in the Controller block, and the register
design is only
usage on a XCV800-6bg560 device for
design should be able to fit in the same device
35%, the
theoretically. However, due to the unique structure of Xilinx
FPGA chips, chopping the combinational logic into smaller
pieces makes the resource in each Configurable Logic Block
design is unable
(CLB) under-utilized. As a result, the
to fit into a XCV800-6bg560 device. Implemented on a Xilinx
fully subpipelined archiXCV1000-6bg560 device, the
tecture can achieve a throughput of 16.03 Gbps. Table III shows
the comparison with selected existing FPGA implementations.
Using devices of the same speed as in [6], [9]–[11], a fully
subpipelined architecture with 7 substages in each round unit
can achieve 21.56 Gbps on a Xilinx XCV1000e-8bg560 device.
As can be observed from Table III, our architecture can achieve
higher speed than all prior FPGA implementations known to
the authors, and is 79% more efficient than the previous fastest
design [10] in terms of equivalent throughput/slice. In the
computation of throughput/slice, one BlockRAM (BRAM) is
equivalent to 128 slices [10].
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Further speedup can be achieved by dividing each round
unit into more substages with equal delay. In this aspect, it has
advantages over the designs utilizing BRAMs on Xilinx FPGAs
to implement SubBytes/InvSubBytes. Since the minimum clock
period is decided by the unbreakable delay of BRAMs, a fully
subpipelined implementation using BRAMs can not achieve
higher speed even if larger FPGA devices are available.

Substituting (15) and (16) into (14) and multiplying
sides of the equation, it follows that

to both

(17)
Multiplying
get

to both side of (17), we

(18)
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, efficient subpipelined architectures of the AES
algorithm are presented. In order to explore the advantage
of subpipelining further, the SubBytes/InvSubBytes is implemented by combinational logic to avoid the unbreakable delay
of LUTs in the traditional designs. Additionally, composite
field arithmetic is used to reduce the hardware complexity
and different approaches for the implementation of inversion
are compared. As an example of our
in subfield
proposed architecture, fully subpipelined encryptors using
128-bit key are implemented on FPGA devices. Decryptors
can be easily incorporated by using the subpipelined joint
encryptor/decryptor round unit architecture presented in this
paper, and we expect the throughput will be slightly lower
than the encryptor-only implementations. Meanwhile, fully
subpipelined encryptors/decryptors using other key lengths
can be implemented by adding more copies of round units
and modifying the key expansion unit slightly. Furthermore,
the number of round units in a loop can be reduced to meet
the requirements of small area applications. Future work will
address the subpipelined variable key length implementations
using composite field arithmetic.

APPENDIX
Proof: The problem of finding the inverse of
modulo
is equivalent to finding
and
satisfying the following equation:
polynomials
(13)
Then

in (13) is the inverse of
modulo
. Such
and
can be found by using the Extended Euclidean
in
Algorithm for one iteration. First, we need to rewrite
the form of
(14)
and
are the quotient and remainder polynowhere
by
, respectively. By long division,
mials of dividing
it can be derived that
(15)
(16)

Since addition and subtraction are the same in the extended field
, the first term on the right side of (18) can be moved
of
to the left side. Comparing (13) and (18), it can be observed that
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